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1. INTRODUCTION
The necessary and sufficient conditions for generalized minimax pro-
w xgramming were first developed by Schmitendorf 16 . Several authors have
been interested recently in the optimality conditions and duality theorems
for generalized minimax programming problems. For details, one can
w xconsult 1]3, 5, 11, 14]20 . Different models are studied. In particular,
w x w xTanimoto 17 applied the optimality conditions of 16 to define a dual
 .problem and derived the duality theorems for convex minimax program-
w xming problems considered by Schmitendorf. In 18 , Yadav and Mukherjee
w xalso employed the optimality conditions of 16 to construct two dual
 .problems and derived duality theorems for convex differentiable frac-
w xtional minimax programming. Recently, Chandra and Kumar 5 pointed
out certain omissions and inconsistencies in the formulation of Yadav and
w xMukherjee 18 , and they constructed two modified dual problems and
 .proved duality theorems for convex differentiable fractional minimax
programming.
To relax convexity assumptions imposed on theorems on sufficient
optimality conditions and duality, various generalized convexity notions
w x w xhave been proposed. Bector and Bhatia 1 and Weir 19 relaxed the
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w xconvexity assumptions in the sufficient optimality of 16 and also em-
ployed the optimality conditions to construct several dual problems which
involve pseudoconvex and quasiconvex functions, and they also derived
w xweak and strong duality theorems. In 20 , Zalmai used a certain infinite-
dimensional version of Gordan's theorem of the alternative to derive first-
and second-order necessary optimality conditions for a class of minimax
programming problems in a Banach space, and he established several
sufficiency criteria and duality formulations under generalized invexity
w xassumptions. In 14 , Liu et al. relaxed the convexity assumption in the
w xsufficient optimality of 5 and employed the optimality conditions to
construct one parametric and two parametric-free dual models. They also
established weak duality, strong duality, and strict converse duality theo-
rems for a class of generalized minimax fractional programming involving
w xpseudoconvex and quasiconvex functions. Liu and Wu 15 derived recently
the sufficient optimality conditions and duality theorems for the genernal-
 .ized minimax fractional programming in the framework of F, r -convex
functions.
w xRecently, Hanson 7 introduced the concept of a differentiable invex
function which is a generalization of the convex function, and he proved
the Kuhn]Tucker sufficient optimality theorem and the duality theorem
for the nonlinear programming problem involving differentiable invex
functions. Several authors have recently show interest in the optimization
 .problems involving differentiable or nondifferentiable generalized invex
w xfunctions. For details, the readers are advised to consult 4, 6]10, 12, 13 .
In this paper, we are inspired to extend the result of Chandra and Kumar
w x5 to h-pseudoconvex functions and organize this paper as follows. Some
definitions and notations are given in Section 2. In Section 2, we also
establish the sufficient conditions for the minimax fractional programming
problem with pseudoinvexity. When the sufficient conditions are utilized,
one parametric dual problem and two parametric-free dual problems may
be formulated and duality results are presented in Sections 3, 4, and 5.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout, this paper, let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space
and R n be its non-negative orthant. We now consider the followingq
minimax fractional problem
f x , y .
P Minimize F x s sup .  .
h x , y .ygY 1 .
subject to g x F 0, .
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where
 . ma Y is a compact subset of R ,
 .  . n m  .b f ?, ? : R =R ¬R is a differentiable function with f x, y G0,
 .  . n m  .c h ?, ? : R =R ¬R is a differentiable function with h x, y )0,
 .  . n pd g ? : R ¬ R is a differentiable function.
We let
 4J s 1, 2, . . . , p
<J x s j g J g x s 0 .  . 4j
f x , y f x , z .  .
Y x s y g Y s sup .  5h x , y h x , z .  .zgY
s m s s<K s s, t , y g N = R = R 1 F s F n q 1, t s t , . . . , t g R .  .q 1 s q
s
with t s 1, and y s y , . . . , y with y g Y x , i s 1, . . . , s . .  . i 1 s i 5
is1
w xIn 5 , Chandra and Kumar derived the following necessary conditions for
 .optimality of P :
 . w x U  .THEOREM 2.1 Necessary Conditions 5 . Let x be a P -optimal solu-
 U .  U .  Ution and =g x , j g J x be linearly independent. Then there exist s ,j
U U U p.t , y g K, ¨ g R, and m g R such thatq
U ps
U U U U U Ut =f x , y y ¨ =h x , y q = m g x s 0, 2 4 .  .  .  . i i i j j
is1 js1
f xU , y y ¨U h xU , y s 0, i s 1, . . . , sU , 3 .  .  .i i
p
U Um g x s 0, 4 .  . j j
js1
sU
U U U U Upm g R , t G 0, t s 1, y g Y x , i s 1, . . . , s . 5 .  .q i i i
is1
In order the relax the convexity assumption in Theorem 2.1, we impose
w xthe following generalized invexity introduced by Hanson 7 :
 n.DEFINITION 2.1. Let f : X ª R where X : R be a differentiable
function
 .a The function f is said to be h-invex at x if there exists a0
mapping h : X = X ª R n such that, for all x g X,
f x y f x G hi x , x =f x . .  .  .  .0 0 0
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Further, f is said to be strictly h-invex at x if there exists a mapping0
h : X = X ª R n such that, for all x g X, x / x ,0
f x y f x ) hi x , x =f x . .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .b The function f is said to be h-pseudoinvex at x if there exists a0
mapping h : X = X ª R n such that, for all x g X,
hi x , x =f x G 0 « f x G f x .  .  .  .0 0 0
or equivalently
f x - f x « hi x , x =f x - 0. .  .  .  .0 0 0
Further, f is said to be strictly h-pseudoinvex at x if there exists a0
mapping h : X = X ª R n such that, for all x g X, x / x ,0
hi x , x =f x G 0 « f x ) f x .  .  .  .0 0 0
or equivalently, if
f x F f x « hi x , x =f x - 0. .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .c The function f is said to be h-quasi-invex at x if there exists a0
mapping h : X = X ª R n such that, for all x g X,
f x F f x « hi x , x =f x F 0. .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  U U U U UTHEOREM 2.2 Sufficient Conditions . Assume that x , m , ¨ , s , t ,
U Us.  .  .   .  ..y satisfy relations 2 ] 5 . If  t f ?, y y ¨ h ?, y is a h-pseudoin¨ exis1 i i i
U p U  . U Ufunction at x and  m g ? is a h-quasi-in¨ ex function at x , then x isjs1 j
 .an optimal solution of P .
 .  .  .Proof. Let x be any feasible solution of P . From 1 and 4 , we have
p p
U U Um g x F 0 s m g x . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
p U  . UUsing the quasi-invexity of  m g ? at x , we havejs1 j j
p
U U Uih x , x = m g x F 0. 6 .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Relation 2 along with 6 yields
sU
U U U U Uih x , x = t f x , y y ¨ h x , y G 0. 7 .  .  .  . . i i i
is1
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sU U   . U  ..Along with the fact that  t f ?, y y ¨ h ?, y is pseudoinvex withis1 i i i
U  .  .respect to the same function h at x , we get from 7 and 3
sU sU
U U U U U U0 s t f x , y y ¨ h x , y F t f x , y y ¨ h x , y . .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
Therefore, there exists a certain i , such that0
0 F f x , y y ¨U h x , y . .  .i i0 0
It follows that
f x , y Uf x , y f x , y . .  .i0 Usup G G ¨ s sup .Uh x , y h x , y h x , y .  .  .ygY ygYi0
Thus, the proof of theorem is complete.
sU U   . U  ..Remark 2.1. In Theorem 2.2, if  t f ?, y y ¨ h ?, y is a h-is1 i i i
U p U  .quasi-invex function at x and  m g ? is a strictly h-pseudoinvexjs1 j j
function at xU , then Theorem 2.2 also holds.
3. DUALITY MODEL I
Making use of the optimality conditions of the preceding section, we
 .  .introduce a dual DI to the minimax problem P as follows:
 .  .DI max sup ¨ , where H s, t, y denotes the s, t, y .g K  z, m , ¨ .g H  s, t, y . 11
 . n pset of all triplets z, m, ¨ g R = R = R satisfyingq q
ps
t =f z , y y ¨ =h z , y q = m g z s 0, 8 4 .  .  .  . i i i j j
is1 js1
s
t f z , y y ¨h z , y G 0, 9 .  .  . . i i i
is1
p
m g z G 0, 10 .  . j j
js1
s, t , y g K . .
 .  .If for a triplet s, t, y g K the set H s, t, y is empty, then we define1
the supremum over it to be y`.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1 Weak Duality . Let x and z, m, ¨ , s, t, y be P -feasible
 . s   .  ..and be DI -feasible, respecti¨ ely, and assume that  t f ?, y y ¨h ?, yis1 i i i
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p  .is a h-pseudoin¨ ex function at z, and  m g ? is a h-quasiin¨ ex functionjs1 j j
  .  ..at z. Then sup f x, y rh x, y G ¨ .y g Y
 .Proof. By both the feasibility of x and 10 , we have
p p
m g x F 0 F m g z . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
p  .Using the h-quasi-invex of  m g ? at z, we havejs1 j j
p
ih x , z = m g z F 0. 11 .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Consequently, 8 and 11 yield
s
ih x , z = t f z , y y ¨h z , y G 0. 12 .  .  .  . . i i i
is1
s   .  ..On account of h-pseudoinvexity of  t f ?, y y ¨h ?, y at z, we getis1 i i i
 .  .from 12 and 9
s s
0 F t f z , y y ¨h z , y F t f x , y y ¨h x , y . .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
Therefore, there exists a certain i , such that0
0 F f x , y y ¨h x , y . .  .i i0 0
It follows that
f x , yf x , y  . . i0sup G G ¨ .
h x , y h x , y .  .ygY i0
Thus, the proof of the theorem is complete.
s   .  ..Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, if  t f ?, y y ¨h ?, y is a h-quasi-is1 i i i
p  .invex function at z and  m g ? is a strictly h-pseudoinvex function atjs1 j j
z, then Theorem 3.1 also holds.
 . U  .THEOREM 3.2 Strong Duality . Assume that x is a P -optimal solution
 .  U .and =g x , j g J x is linearly independent. If in addition the hypothesis ofj
 .  .Theorem 3.1 holds for all DI -feasible points z, m, ¨ , s, t, y , then the two
 .  .problems P and DI ha¨e the same extremal ¨alues.
U U U U U .  .Proof. By theorem 2.1 there exists s , t , y g K, x , m , ¨ g
U U U U U U U .  .  .H s , t , y such that x , m , ¨ , s , t , y is a DI -optimal solution.1
U  U .  U .  .Since ¨ s f x , y rh x , y , optimality of this feasible solution for DIi i
follows from Theorem 3.1.
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 .  .THEOREM 3.3 Strict Converse Duality . Let x and z, m, ¨ , s, t, y be
 .  .optimal solutions of P and DI , respecti¨ ely, and assume that
s   .  .. t f ?, y y ¨h ?, y is a strictly h-pseudoin¨ ex function at z for allis1 i i i
p .  .  .  .s, t, y g K, z, m, ¨ g H s, t, y , m g ? is a h-quasi-in¨ ex function1 js1 j j
 .  .at z, and =g x , j g J x is linearly independent. Then x s z; that is, z is aj
 .   .  ..P -optimal solution and sup f z, y rh z, y s ¨ .y g Y
Proof. We shall assume that x / z and reach a contradiction. From
Theorem 3.2 we know that
f x , y .
sup s ¨ . 13 .
h x , y .ygY
 .By both the feasibility of x and 10 , we have
p p
m g x F 0 F m g z . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
p  .Using the h-quasi-invexity of  m g ? , we get from the inequalityjs1 j j
above
p
ih x , z = m g z F 0. 14 .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Consequently, 8 and 14 yield
s
ih x , z = t f z , y y ¨h z , y G 0. 15 .  .  .  . . i i i
is1
s   .  ..On account of strict h-pseudoinvexity of  t f ?, y y ¨h ?, y at z, weis1 i i i
 .  .get from 15 and 9
s s
0 F t f z , y y ¨h z , y - t f x , y y ¨h x , y . .  .  .  . .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
Therefore, there exists a certain i , such that0
0 - f x , y y ¨h x , y . .  .i i0 0
It follows that
f x , yf x , y f z , y . .  .i0sup G ) ¨ s sup ,
h x , y h x , y h z , y .  .  .ygY ygYi0
 .which contradicts 13 , and the proof is complete.
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4. DUALITY MODEL II
 .In order to discuss another dual model for P , we first state another
version of Theorem 2.1. This is done by replacing the parameter ¨U with
 U .  U .f x , y rh x , y and by rewriting the multiplier functions associatedi i
with the inequality constraints. The result of Theorem 2.1 can be stated as
follows.
U  .THEOREM 4.1. If x is an optimal solution of the problem P and
U U U .  .  .=g x , j g J x is linearly independent, then there exist s , t , y g K andj
mU g R p such thatq
U ps
U U U U U U Ut h x , y =f x , y y f x , y =h x , y q = m g x s 0, 4 .  .  .  .  . i i i i i j j
is1 js1
p
U Um g x s 0, . j j
js1
sU
U U U U Upm g R , t G 0, t s 1, y g Y x , i s 1, . . . , s . .q i i i
is1
 .  .Now we introduce a dual DII to the minimax problem P
 .  .  .DII max sup F z , where H s, t, y denotes s, t, y .g K  z, m .g H  s, t, y . 22
 . m pthe set of z, m g R = R satisfyingq
ps
t h z , y =f z , y y f z , y =h z , y q = m g z s 0, 16 4 .  .  .  .  .  . i i i i i j j
is1 js1
p
m g z G 0, 17 .  . j j
js1
y g Y z , i s 1, . . . , s, .i
and
f z , y .
F z s sup . 18 .  .
h z , y .ygY
 .If the set H s, t, y is empty, then we define the supremum over it to be2
 .y`. Throughout this section, we simply denote c ? as1
s
t h z , y f ?, y y f z , y h ?, y . 4 .  .  .  . i i i i i
is1
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 .  .  .THEOREM 4.2 Weak Duality . Let x be P -feasible and z, m, s, t, y be
 .  .DII -feasible, respecti¨ ely, and assume that c ? is a h-pseudoin¨ ex function1
p  .   .at z, and  m g ? is a h-quasi-in¨ ex function at z. Then sup f x, y rjs1 j j ygY
 ..  .h x, y G F z .
 .Proof. By both the feasibility of x and 17 , we have
p p
m g x F 0 F m g z . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
p  .Using the h-quasi-invexity  m g ? at z, we havejs1 j j
p
ih x , z = m g z F 0. 19 .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Consequently, 16 and 19 yield
hi x , z =c z G 0. 20 .  .  .1
 .  .On account of h-pseudoinvexity of c ? at z, we get from 201
0 s c z F c x . .  .1 1
Therefore, there exists a certain i , such that0
0 F h z , y f x , y y f z , y h x , y . .  .  .  .i i i i0 0 0 0
It follows that
f x , y f z , yf x , y  .  . . i i0 0sup G G . 21 .
h x , y h x , y h z , y .  .  .ygY i i0 0
 .Since y g Y z , we havei0
f z , y .i0F z s . 22 .  .
h z , y .i0
Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
 .Remark 4.1. In Theorem 4.2, if c ? is a h-quasi-invex function at z,1
p  .and  m g ? is a strictly h-pseudoinvex function at z, then Theoremjs1 j j
4.1 also holds.
Similar to the proof of Theorems 3.2, 3.3, we can establish Theorems
4.3, 4.4. Therefore, we simply state them.
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 . U  .THEOREM 4.3 Strong Duality . If x is a P -optimal solution and
 .  U .=g x , j g J x is linearly independent, and if in addition the hypothesis ofj
 .  .Theorem 4.2 holds for all DII -feasible points z, m, s, t, y , then the two
 .  .problems P and DII ha¨e the same extremal ¨alues.
 .  .THEOREM 4.4 Strict Converse Duality . Let x and z, m, ¨ , s, t, y be
 .  .  .  .optimal solutions of P and DII , respecti¨ ely, and =g x , j g J x bej
 .  .  .linearly independent. For all DII -feasible points z, m, s, t, y , c ? is strictly1
p  .h-pseudoin¨ ex at z, and  m g ? is h-quasi-in¨ ex at z. Then x s z; thatjs1 j j
 .is, z is a P -optimal solution.
5. DUALITY MODEL III
 .  .Based on 2 and 3 , we obtain
U U U ps sf x , y .iU U U U U U= t f x , y y = t h x , y q = m g x s 0, .  .  .  i i i i j jUh x , y .iis1 is1 js1
for all i s 1, . . . , sU .
 U . UMultiplying the above equations respectively by t h x , y , i s 1, . . . , s ,i i
and adding them up, we have
U U ps s
U U U U U Ut h x , y = t f x , y q m g x .  .  .  i i i i j j
is1 is1 js1
U Us s
U U U Uy t f x , y = t h x , y s 0. .  . i i i i
is1 is1
 .The above equation, together with 4 , implies
s
U
tU f xU , y q  p mU g xU .  .is1 i i js1 j j
= U U Us / t h x , y .is1 i i
U y2s
U Us t h x , y . i i /
is1
U U ps s
U U U U U U= t h x , y = t f x , y q m g x .  .  .  i i i i j j is1 is1 js1
U Ups s
U U U U U Uy t f x , y q m g x = t h x , y .  .  .  i i j j i i /is1 js1 is1
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U y2s
U Us t h x , y . i i /
is1
U U ps s
U U U U U U= t h x , y = t f x , y q m g x .  .  .  i i i i j j is1 is1 js1
U Us s
U U U Uy t f x , y = t h x , y .  . i i i i /is1 is1
s 0.
Consequently, the result of Theorem 2.1 can be stated as follows.
U  .THEOREM 5.1. If x is an optimal solution of the problem P and
U U U .  .  .=g x , j g J x is linearly independent, then there exist s , t , y g K andj
mU g R p such thatq
s
U
tU f xU , y q  p mU g xU .  .is1 i i js1 j j
= s 0,U U Us / t h x , y .is1 i i
p
U Um g x s 0, . j j
js1
sU
U U U U Upm g R , t G 0, t s 1, y g Y x , i s 1, . . . , s . .q i i i
is1
We shall continue our discussion of the parameter-free duality model
 .  .for P in this section by showing that the following variant of DIII is also
 .the dual problem for P :
s p .   .  ..DIII max sup  t f z, y q  m g z r s, t, y .g K  z, m .g H  s, t, y . is1 i i js1 j3
s m p ..  .  . t h z, y where H s, t, y denotes the set of z, m g R = Ris1 i i 3 q
satisfying
s t f z , y q  p m g z .  .is1 i i js1 j
= s 0. 23 .s / t h z , y .is1 i i
 .If the set H s, t, y is empty, then we define the supremum over it to be3
 .y`. Throughout this section, we simply denote c ? as2
ps s
t h z , y t f ?, y q m g ? .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
ps s
y t f z , y q m g z t h ?, y . .  .  .  i i j i i
is1 js1 is1
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We shall state weak duality, strong, and strict converse duality theorems
 .  .for P ] DIII .
 .  .  .THEOREM 5.2 Weak Duality . Let x be P -feasible and z, m, s, t, y be
 .  .DIII -feasible, and assume that c ? is a h-pseudoin¨ ex function at z. Then2
f x , y s t f z , y q  p m g z .  .  .is1 i i js1 j
sup G .sh x , y  t h z , y .  .ygY is1 i i
 .Proof. From 23 , we have
=c z s 0. 24 .  .2
By means of contradiction, we suppose that
f x , y s t f z , y q  p m g z .  .  .is1 i i js1 j
sup - .sh x , y  t h z , y .  .ygY is1 i i
Thus we have an inequality
ps s
f x , y t h z , y - h x , y t f z , y q m g z .  .  .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
for all y g Y .
Furthermore, this above inequality implies
s s
t f x , y t h z , y .  . i i i i
is1 is1
ps s
- t h x , y t f z , y q m g z . .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
Hence, we have another inequality
ps s
t f x , y q m g x t h z , y .  .  .  i i j i i
is1 js1 is1
ps s
y t h x , y t f z , y q m g z .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
p s
- m g x t h z , y . .  . j i i
js1 is1
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s  . p  .Using the fact that  t h z, y ) 0,  m g x F 0, and the latestis1 i i js1 j
inequality, we have
c x - 0 s c z . .  .2 2
 .Using the fact that c ? is a h-pseudoinvex function at z, we have2
hi x y z =c z - 0. 25 .  .  .2
 .  .But 24 and 25 are not compatible. Thus, the proof is complete.
s  . p  .Remark 5.1. If we add the constraint  t f z, y q  m g z G 0is1 i i js1 j
 .  .  .  .to the dual problem DIII , and if f ?, y , yh ?, y , g ? are convex func-
 .tions, and h x, z s x y z we can reduce Theorem 5.2 to Theorem 3.2 of
w xChandra and Kumar 5 .
As a consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we obtain the following
strong duality theorem:
 . U  .THEOREM 5.3 Strong Duality . If x is a P -optimal solution and
 U .  U .=g x , j g J x is linearly independent, and if in addition the hypothesis ofj
 .  .Theorem 5.2 holds for all DIII -feasible points z, m, s, t, y , then the two
 .  .problems P and DIII ha¨e the same extremal ¨alues.
 .  .THEOREM 5.4 Strict Converse Duality . Let x and z, m, s, t, y be
 .  .  .optimal solutions of P and DIII , respecti¨ ely, and assume that c ? is a2
 .  .  .strictly h-pseudocon¨ ex function at x for all s, t, y g K, z, m g H s, t, y ,3
U .  .and =g x , j g J x is linearly independent. Then x s z; that is, z is aj
 .P -optimal solution.
Proof. We shall assume that x / z and reach a contradiction. From
Theorem 5.3 we know that
s pf x , y  t f z , y q  m g z .  .  .is1 i i js1 j
sup s .sh x , y  t h z , y .  .ygY is1 i i
Hence we have
ps s
f x , y t h z , y F h x , y t f z , y q m g z .  .  .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
for all y g Y .
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Furthermore, this above inequality implies
s s
t f x , y t h z , y . . i i i i
is1 is1
ps s
F t h x , y t f z , y q m g z . .  . .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
Hence, we have another inequality
ps s
t f x , y q m g x t h z , y .  . .  i i j i i
is1 js1 is1
ps s
y t h x , y t f z , y q m g z .  . .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
p s
F m g x t h z , y . .  . j i i
js1 is1
s p .  .Using the fact that  t h z, y ) 0,  m g x F 0, and the latestis1 i i js1 j
inequality, we get
c x F 0 s c z . .  .2 2
i .  .  .With the strict h-pseudoconvexity of c ? , we have h x, z =c z - 0;2 2
that is,
ps s
ih x , z t h z , y = t f z , y q m g z .  .  .  .  i i i i j
is1 is1 js1
ps s
y t f z , y q m g z = t h z , y - 0. 26 .  .  .  .  i i j i i 5
is1 js1 is1
 .  .But 23 and 26 are not compatible. This completes the proof.
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